
Introduction

Theta oscillations best candidate for evidence accumulation in a 
perceptual DM task (van Vugt et al, 2012)

Methods

What happens in the brain during decision making (DM)?
Drift di�usion model (DDM; Ratcli�, 1978): evidence accumulation

Sternberg working memory task
  Faces and letters
  List lengths 1-4
 

Model-predicted brain 
activity as regressor

Alternative hypotheses:
 - downward ramping
 - “boxcar”: on-task
 

Step 1: correlation for each electrode
Step 2: to �nd di�erences between brain regions, regressor types etc.:
 Linear mixed e�ects model

But: DDM intended to account for recognition memory behavior.
Is there also evidence accumulation in the brain during a recognition 
memory task?
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Event-related averages

Example electrodes that showed high correlations with ramp regressor
Vertical lines: onset of test stimulus and mean response times for faces and letters

* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01

Main e�ect of modality: 
  faces > letters

**

Where does accumulation take place?

Evidence accumulation in theta oscillations

Accumulation condition  No-accumulation condition
 (for further details, see Van Vugt et al, 2012)

Correlation between brain activity and task-related ramping:

Previous scalp EEG study showed 
that only theta activity is speci�c 
to evidence accumulation:

Signi�cant di�erences between brain regions
Highlighted areas: signi�cantly higher correlations between ramp regressor and theta power

Stimulus type

Intracranial EEG data (van Vugt et al, 2010)
  Oscillatory power in theta band: 4-9Hz
  Four lobes, limbic system & hippocampus
  12 participants
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As the DDM predicts, there is evidence accumulation in the brain during recognition 
memory behavior. 
Evidence accumulation dynamics correlate best with 4-9 Hz theta oscillations in 
occipital, parietal & temporal lobes.

These results are consistent with previous �ndings in a perceptual decision making 
task.
First report of evidence accumulation in intracranial data in humans
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Locations of 5% highest correlations 
between theta and ramp regressor, 
for faces and letters:

Occipital lobe

Temporal lobe

Parietal lobe

Behavioral results

Electrode locations

faces

faces
letters
both

White lines = correlation level of random data


